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SARS-CoV-2 Environmental Testing

The Hyris Virus Finder System



Testing process in 2 steps
1. Sampling

Hyris provides dedicated swabs for the safe collection, tran-
sport and preservation of the samples. The swabs are based 
on commercially available technologies developed specifi-
cally for environmental surfaces testing.

RESULTS

The Hyris Virus Finder System for environmental surfaces has an integrated automatic data elaboration AI module which allows an 
immediate and simple interpretation of results on the bAPP.

The obtained data are available and remotely accessible anywhere, anytime on the cloud.

2. Analysis

The next step is the genetic analysis of the virus (using RT-
PCR methods). 

•  bKIT for the detection of SARS-CoV-2
• RNase free cartridges 
•  bCUBE
• Protocols
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COVID 19 is the disease caused by the novel Coronavirus identified as SARS-CoV-2 and its transmission through contaminated surfaces is a serious 
risk for our health. We all heard instructions to wash our hands often, with soap or alcohol-based gels, and to not touch our own face. The point 
of these is to prevent us from infecting ourselves with the virus that might be on the things we touch in our daily life. 

SARS-CoV-2 is in fact, according to a new study1, stable for several hours to days in aerosols and on surfaces. The availability of a 
rapid test method able to detect a dangerous virus on environmental surfaces is of extreme importance in order to undertake 
appropriate sanitation measures.

Offices, manufacturing plants, food preparation sites, supermarkets, public transportation, military vehicles, restaurants, vending machines, 
healthcare facilities, retirement homes, theatres, cinemas, shopping malls, museum, sports centers and many more should be tested to avoid 
contaminations due to environmental coronavirus.

1 N van Doremalen, et al. Aerosol and surface stability of HCoV-19 (SARS-CoV-2) compared to SARS-
CoV-1. The New England Journal of Medicine. DOI: 10.1056/NEJMc2004973 (2020).

Testing
Testing work environments is a key step to the resume activities without risking the safety and health of clients and employees.

Monitoring
Periodic monitoring plans allow the implementation of safety measures commensurate with measured risk.

What we can do 

The SARS-CoV-2 emergency 



bCUBE
Miniaturized device for the analysis of nucleic acids. 
It allows users to run Real Time PCR analyses.

• Portable
• Rapid DNA/RNA analysis
• Real-time PCR and isothermal protocols 
• Performance comparable or better than other commercially available RT-PCR instruments
• No installation required
• No skilled operator required

bAPP
Hyris web app software, 
working on all the major operating systems.

• Intuitive
• No installation needed
• PC/Mac/Mobile
• Remote control of multiple bCUBEs
• Automatic results interpretation
• Cloud based support

bKIT
For SARS-CoV-2 Environmental testing: reagent set developed specifically to test environmental surfaces samples, including 
all the required reagents and consumables to perform the test.

• Ready to use
• Specific genetic recognition of Pathogens
• Automatic protocol setup with QR code
• Tested and validated

Hyris developed the Virus finder system which, taking advantage of Hyris platform and its workflow, 
enables safe and accurate on-site testing of the SARS-CoV-2 presence on environmental surfaces.

The Hyris Virus Finder System

Workflow
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Headquarter 

London
Phone: +44.2039361227
Mail: office.uk@hyris.net

Research Center

Milan
Phone: +39.02.82951302
Mail: office@hyris.net

US Office

Los Gatos - California
Phone: +1 669 240 8318
Mail: office.us@hyris.net

Hyris is an innovation based company founded in 2014 by an entrepreneurial team with deep experience in bio-
technology, electronics and the tech business. The company offers its partners and clients disruptive technologies 
that enable genetic testing of biological sample in any setting, at any time, all available in real time on dedicated 
software platforms.

www.hyris.netC
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CONTACT US
Contact us scanning the QR 
code below to receive more 
information or write us  directly 
on office.uk@hyris.net  

DISCLAIMER
Important Use Information: The Sars-Cov-2 Environmental bKIT (bKTE-SCV2.01), which is part of the Hyris Virus Finder family, is intended to be used by professionals in 
commercial settings to detect the presence and/or absence of SARS-CoV-2 on non-porous hard surfaces and fomites. The Environmental test is a great way to determine 
whether your company’s disinfection procedures are working as you and your company’s disinfection protocol intend.  Follow the use and storage instructions very carefully 
to ensure that the results obtained are as accurate as possible.  Contamination of surfaces can occur at any point after testing or surface disinfection, so it is critical to use the 
Hyris Virus Finder System after each disinfection procedure. 

What Can Sars-Cov-2 Environmental bKIT (bKTE-SCV2.01) NOT Do?  The Sars-Cov-2 Environmental bKIT (bKTE-SCV2.01) is NOT intended for use as a human diagnostic. 
Results obtained from the Sars-Cov-2 Environmental bKIT (bKTE-SCV2.01) cannot be extrapolated from one surface, substance, or location to another surface, substance, or 
location. The choice of specific surfaces, substances, or locations to be tested, as well as the frequency of testing, is to be determined by the user’s protocol.  The Hyris Virus 
Finder System does not make any representations or recommendations concerning which surfaces, substances, or locations should be tested, or how often testing should 
be performed.  The User must follow all applicable local, state/provincial, and/or national regulations regarding Covid-19 and wear appropriate protective equipment while 
performing the test.  If a surface is found to be contaminated, you must follow your company’s disinfection protocol regarding additional disinfection.

bKIT

SARS-CoV-2 Environmental bKIT - P/N bKTE-SCV2.01
• Up to 24 samples with 1 bKIT
• Up to 6 samples simultaneously
• Positive samples results in less than an hour, negative ones up to about 1.5 Hours
• Real-Time PCR reaction
• QR code to load the analysis protocol

Hyris ltd manufactures a molecular test for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 on environmental surfaces. The assay follows the specifications, inclu-
ding the EUA specific sequences, developed and validated by the CDC and listed by WHO (links below).

bKIT Reliability
• Validated on bCUBE 
• Positive and negative controls included
• Internal Control to avoid false negative results
• Successful detection of SARS-CoV-2 on surfaces with and without detergents confirmed for kit reliability.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-panel-primer-probes.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/List-of-Acceptable-Commercial-Primers- Probes.pdf
https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/whoinhouseassays.pdf?sfvrsn=de3a76aa_2
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/technical-guidance/laboratory-guidance.

FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY (RUO), NOT FOR HUMAN DIAGNOSTIC


